VeriGO® Inspection Kit
Reliable and efficient on the go border inspection
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VeriGO® Inspection Kit from the
traveler’s perspective.
The image on the title page depicts
the operator’s perspective.

Securing all borders –
any place, any time
The VeriGO® Inspection Kit is the perfect enhancement to the VeriGO® Border Control Solution (BCS). This portable kit
is used in situations when it is not possible or appropriate to have a permanent or stationary inspection station.
It integrates perfectly with the VeriGO® BCS solution and it even supports offline border inspections.

Flexibility without
compromise
Border inspection using a mobile inspection kit is exactly the same process
as when using a permanently installed
VeriGO® Border Control Inspection
station. Any data held on the laptop
is secured on an encrypted hard disk.
The application and its data can only
be accessed via modern two-factor
log-on authen-tication.

All-in-one solution
The VeriGO® Inspection Kit consists of
a rugged and secure splashproof case
that contains all the equipment required for border inspections. The kit
can also work offline by securely replicating the required data on the local
hard disk. Each Mobile Inspection Kit

is assigned a VeriGO® Border Control
System (BCS) server at a designated
border control site. Collected data can
only be uploaded here, and replicated
data is automatically updated upon
connection.

Easy operation
The border inspection team can set up
a temporary border control point as
soon as they arrive: aside from the
case, they only need to set up a table,
chairs, and any other required furniture. Alternatively, they can even use
the trunk of their vehicle. Simply open
the case, connect the power or just
use the optional built-in battery, and
you’re ready to go.

| Benefits at a glance
An all-in-one mobile identity
document verification solution
including:
 Laptop with VeriGO® Border
Control Inspection Client software
 4-4-2 fingerprint scanner to
digitally capture the fingerprints
of the traveler
 Camera with integrated lighting
to capture an image of the individual’s face
 Optional: built-in battery pack
that lasts up to 8 hours
 Rugged dust- and splashproof
case that allows border guards to
just open and go (IP 54 rating)
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 Trolley for easy transport of the
kit on wheels

